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Summary

• Literature uses mutual fund outflows to instrument for
variation in own company stock price to understand
sensitivity of investment:
• Coval and Stafford (2007); Edmans, Goldstein, Jiang (2014);
Dessaint, Foucault, Fresard, Matray (2018); Acharya, Almeida,
Ippolito, Perez (2014), Ali, Wei, Zhou (2013), Khan, Kogan,
Serafeim (2012)

• Paper argues fund-flow mispricing exhibits selection bias
• Small outflows → firm changes (placebo mispricing)
• Mutual fund outflows lead to discretionary selling of
small, liquid stocks

• Little evidence when large outflows (homogeneous)
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Empirical Framework for Question

• This literature uses “hypothetical selling” based on initial
portfolio in response to outflows

• Intuition is very similar to a “shift-share”/Bartik
instrument
• Initial Share = Share of each stock in portfolio
• Shift = outflow

• Fund-level behavior is driven only by magnitude of
outflow, not mutual fund or firm characteristics

• I simulate some data and formalize this intuition to
assess the paper’s critique
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Simulated Data

Stock price:
St = µStdt + σStdWt

Investment Policy:
It = θSt + εt

• 100 mutual funds have random ownership of 100 firms
• At time 6, 10 funds sell half of their holdings

• Fire sale leads to immediate price drop with recovery
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Price Paths
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Bartik Instrument
Following Goldsmith-Pinkham, Sorkin, Swift (2018)

• First Stage instruments for selling pressure (Xit ) with
prior portfolio weights w across funds k and outflows f :

Xit = γ0 + γ1
∑

k
wikt−1ft + εit

• Second Stage price impact of selling pressure

pit = β0 + β1Xit + νit

• Third Stage impact on corporate policy (investment,
equity issuance, M&A, . . . )

Iit = α0 + α1pit + ξit
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Main Critique: Selection of Flows

• Mutual funds focusing on
smaller stocks more likely
to face large redemption
requests
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Main Critique: Selection of Sale

• Managers select
liquid stocks to sell
when facing
outflows (similar to
Dou 2012,
Alexander, Cici,
Gibson 2007; Brown,
Carlin, Lobo, 2010;
Duffie, Ziegler 2003)
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Interpreting the Critique with Framework:

• Now, simulate data but allow:
• Mutual funds sell a subset of firms they own
• Outflows affect a subset of mutual funds

• How does selection impact estimated results?
• With more discretion in sale, first stage is more attenuated
— but magnitude still correct and reduced form also works

• Mutual fund selection more of a concern: identify an even
more local LATE

• Brinch et al. (2016), Kline and Walters (2016), Kowalski
(2016), Mogstad et al. (2017) show how to recover ATE from
LATE in IV contexts

• Problem if selected firms have different investment
tendencies
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IV-Bartik formulation offers several diagnostic tests:

• Correlates of Portfolio Composition Instrument uses
cross-sectional variation in initial portfolio shares among
funds at risk of outflows.
• Rotemberg weights highlight subset of influential
instruments

• How balanced are stocks with highest Rotemberg weights
across confounders?

• Point estimates move when including more covariates?
Oster (2016)

• Author does look at firms which did/did not experience
mispricing; but can further examine relevant assumptions
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IV-Bartik formulation offers several diagnostic tests:

• Overidentification Tests
• Null: summed portfolio shares for funds experiencing
outflows uncorrelated with price/investment innovations

• Essentially, whether each instrument estimates the same
parameter

• To implement: Hausman et al. (2012) HFUL estimator and
Chao et al. (2014) overidentification test
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Placebo Test

• Simulated data: price
impact greater when
flows are larger

• Rather than pick 2%,
5%, 10% thresholds;
can estimate
continuously

• Possibly include
inflows?

• Test for
non-monotonicity in
flows and price impact
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Homogeneous Sample

• Firms on right —
subject to more
extreme treatment
(firms subject to flows
> 10%)

• Portfolio shares, rather
than indicator, seem
more relevant

• Not obvious extreme
treatment are more
homogenous?
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Homogeneous Sample

• Nice test: focus on
firms which are treated
at some point in
sample

• Because homogeneity
is not obvious; would
suggest explicitly
matching stocks in the
sample among those
affected by mutual
fund outflow shocks
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Conclusion

• Very interesting, provocative paper: casts doubt on a
large literature using mutual fund outflows as an
instrument

• Formalizing intuition behind literature in Bartik
Instrument results in explicit assumptions behind model
• Exogeneity of portfolio shares
• Overidentifying assumptions

• I encourage you to read the paper!
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Thank You!
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